C8 truly wireless

In-Ear Wireless Headphones

SE-C8TW

BLACK

Keep it simple and set music free

SE-C8TW (Black)

Truly wireless earphones are all about balance, and the C8s from Pioneer are
on the money. Sound is excellent with deep bass from rare-earth-magnet
drivers and AAC codec delivered via Bluetooth® wireless technology. Battery
life is strong: charge up for three hours of listening and the carry-case will fill
the earphones twice before needing a charge. Voice access to smartphone
assistants, hands-free calling, and music control come via buttons designed
for human fingers. The C8 works with an Android™ app that reads out
notifications, a feature unique to Pioneer. But the difference is in the detail:
unique L/R shapes, body-agnostic charging ports, textured silicon sleeves for
grip, and LED battery indicator on the case. Light, practical, immersive… the
C8 truly wireless has freedom you need.

Go cable-free for musical liberation

Excellent musical immersion

Say goodbye to cable hassle and annoying adapters. There are now truly
wireless earphones crafted by hi-fi leaders Pioneer that bring sound quality,
convenience, and free movement together in a light and comfortable personal
audio solution designed to simplify your music life.

Strong rare-earth-magnet drivers give speed and punch to bass notes while
presenting the audio image clearly and comfortably. Combined with the lowloss AAC codec, wireless music has more energy, with S/M/L-sized earphone
tips assuring a deep seal for immersion.

Exclusive Pioneer Notification App

The most intuitive truly wireless earphones

Pioneer Notification App for Android™ reads out notifications, such as
e-mails, SMS, and messages so you can reply as soon as possible. This
is great when you can’t reach your phone during exercise. The app
also alerts you when your calendar updates, reads news headlines in
real time, and much more.

Simplicity starts right out of the box: independent earphone
shapes suit left and right ears, so you don’t have to puzzle out
which one goes where. Silicon sleeve is sweat resistant, while
dimpled texture gives grip for easy fitment.

Voice interaction at the touch of a button
Stay wirelessly connected to phone conversations and smart
assistants by voice. Simple buttons on the bodies activate a mic so
you can make and receive calls or ask Siri or the Google Assistant
for help without reaching for your phone.

SOUND QUALITY
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Strong φ 6 mm (1/4˝) rare-earth-magnet dynamic driver
Deep, lively bass and clear detail articulation
Supports AAC codec for high-quality wireless audio transmission
Three earphone-tip sizes (S/M/L) provide a firm seal for immersion

FEATURES FOR PEOPLE
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Truly wireless design, no cables, and no stress
Bluetooth® Version 4.2 for fast pairing and stable connection
Includes built-in microphone
Pioneer Notification App for Android™ devices
Large, tactile, finger-friendly buttons for function controls
Control music playback, phone conversation, and AI interaction via buttons
Triple-tap button for access to the Google Assistant and Siri by voice
Make/take/end calls, play/pause, skip forward/back
About 3 hours continuous playback with 1-hour recharging

EARPHONE DESIGN
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Soft silicon body sleeve exterior for comfort and resistance to moisture
Dimpled non-slip silicon surface texture provides secure grip for easy insertion
Corresponding L/R body shape for easy ear insertion by touch
Deep inner-ear fit for excellent bass immersion and seal
Very light for comfortable listening without fatigue

CARRY-CASE DESIGN
›› Charges earphones twice before requiring replenishment

Long playback time with compact carry case
Three hours of playback is perfect for most. Pop the earphones
in the case and you’re good to go in one hour. The case
recharges the C8s twice before needing a refill. L/R earphones
snap into either charging dock. The case has an LED
showing battery life remaining when it’s tapped.
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Shake or tap case for LED indicator display showing remaining battery life
L/R earphones fit in either dock for convenience
Compact form, durable materials, and rounded to fit easily in bags
3-hour recharge for lithium-ion battery via supplied USB Type-C cable

SPECIFICATIONS & ACCESSORIES
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Transmission method: Bluetooth® Ver. 4.2
Output: Bluetooth Standard Protocol Power Class 2
Transmission distance: Up to 10 m (32 ft.)
Frequency used: 2.4 GHz (2.4000 GHz–2.4835 GHz)
Modulation: FHSS
Supported Bluetooth profiles: A2DP/AVRCP/HFP/HSP
Supported codecs: SBC/AAC
Multi-pairing: Max. 2 devices (L/R)
Power source: DC 3.7 V rechargeable lithium-ion battery
Battery time: Max. 3 hours (continuous connection including audio playback)
Charging time: Approx. 1 hour (earphones), 3.5 hours (carry case)
Type: Fully enclosed dynamic headphones
Driver: φ 6 mm (1/4˝) rare-earth-magnet dynamic driver
Frequency response: 4 Hz–22 kHz
Weight: 12 g (0.42 oz.)
Supplied with S/M/L earphone tips, USB Type-A to USB
Type-C cable, carry case, instruction leaflet

Package dimensions (W x H x D)
115 x 170 x 45 mm (4 17/32” x 6 11/16” x 1 49/64”)

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES
Pioneer Notification App available from Google Play. Please check device and OS requirements before installation.
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